MINIMUM EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS:
High School Diploma or GED plus two (2) years experience in the operation and maintenance of
heavy equipment. Supervisory/team leadership experience helpful but not required. (Candidates
selected for interview for this position must physically demonstrate ability to safely operate the
front-end loader.)
Must possess a valid South Carolina Driver's License.
Should possess the following certifications /accomplishments within one year of appointment to this
position:
Completion of a locally scheduled series of safety lectures on the dangers of electrical
shock and natural gas fires.
Obtain minimum of a Class B COL, including successful completion of DOT medical exam

Position incumbents must have successfully completed and possess all of the following specific
certifications within eighteen (18) months of the above revised date- or within eighteen (18)
months of appointment to this position title. Failure to do so may result in termination of
employment:
· NIMS 100PWb
· NIMS 700
· NIMS 800
NOTES:
The listing of the essential functions in this class specification is representative, not exhaustive. It is not
necessarily a detailed description of all work responsibilities, and it does not give exclusive title to every
function described. The indicated percentages of time are intended to be a meaningful representation but
may vary. Job performance must conform to all JIPSD policies/procedures and applicable SOGs. All
associates entering this position title, on or after the Revised Date above, will be required to possess the
position requirements as specified on this document. This is not a contract of employment and should not
be relied upon as such.

MANAGEMENT REVIEW/APPROVAL SIGNATURES:
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